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Are We the Same Or Are We Different?

It's a good question: Am I different than I was a couple of decades ago? I'm thinking I'm 
basically the same guy but with eyes wide open. Does that mean that so many around 
me are different—they've changed? That's bit of a scary proposition—the stuff of 'body 
snatcher' sci-fi. All these people I used to know—who are they and where did they go?

What's likely, though we hung out as friends, we didn't share the same curiosity. 
They were not readers or those that travelled—off-grid. In a time of huge complacency 
they flowed along with the tide, in a time without big bumps along the road of life.

I might be a bit like Putin when after invading Ukraine he realized that no matter 
what he did, his concerns would not be taken seriously, and he had better adjust to it. 
In my world, existence itself is up for grabs. Is this reality, or was the 1st half of my life 
reality? Were the 50s, 60, and 70's for real or just a blip of real world make-believe?

That's the question. And all those people who just went along, they don't and won't 
recognize that the same number of Americans that died in Vietnam in a year is equal to 
the number of US 'excess deaths/disability', each week. And something more scary. 

Erstwhile friends that I thought would settle back down, post-virus—are anything but. 
For me and them its just hello and goodbye, and that's by their choice. Whatever it was 
or is, they don't want to talk about it, and I am who they don't want to talk about it with. 

All those complacent folks, as time goes by, are being asked to go along with an 
ever-more tyrannical elite—as the plan for 'collectivism' rolls out. And, those such as 
myself who try to keep a finger on the pulse, we have awkward questions to deal with.

What's really going on? Even among those who are my friends, there is major dis-
sent. Some think the global elite have this thing completely 'in hand', and soon will roll- 
out 'global control', using CBDC, GMI, WHO, and whatever other acronyms they have.

But I wonder? Do they really have that kind of power? Is their plan well-formulated or 
is it hodgepodge? When they tell us that Xi Jinping, Putin, and Modi are warriors for 
Klaus Schwab—is that true? When they cite those and others as part of a unified elite, 
is that the case? Putin—really? Does Putin trust the West enough to give over sover-
eignty? Has Xi Jinping forgotten about 100 years of humiliation. Are Saudis on board?  

Having taken the invitation to visit Epstein's island once does not a pedophile make. 
Parallel to that is digging-up what somebody said online 15 years ago and using it to 
define who they are today. There's many parts to the big plan—much of it is likely BS.



The propaganda tells us that CBDC will soon control everything—it will be tied to the 
WHO's 'vaccine' mandates, travel restrictions, fossil-fuel regulation. That agents will 
come to visit you as 'forced injection teams', and if you refuse they send out the 'injec-
tion drones'. Maybe, but what are some other possibilities beyond that scenario?

China, Russia, and India account for half the world's population, and more than half 
of aggregate economic and military power. And, if nationalism in these nations is half of 
what gets reported, we can forget about Xi Jinping secretly being a 'globalist'—in ca-
hoots with the likes of Gates and Schwab. Something far different has to be going on.

When the propaganda is stripped away, how will possibilities that may actually be 
likelihoods affect the 'grand plan'? Suppose the numbers having to do with excess 
deaths are sustained and before long parents lose children—and other loved-ones? 
How will the 'woke' then view elites and globalism? Will they still obey directives?

For now they will. For those of us who were 'part of the group', but lost our way, they 
might vote for re-education as being best for us—for everyone's equality and equity. 
Would we then view them as being in the class of 'stupid' or, if they willingly vote away 
our 'rights', do they, by necessity, enter the dark 'underworld of evil'—by definition?

Back to the other scenario: If some close to me were to die from 'adverse complica-
tions' from the result of a 'satanic genocide', that would make me sad—maybe to the 
point of no return. I would be angry with the perpetrators—but maybe not as angry as... 

The dad who got his kids jabbed because he didn't know the virus presented little 
risk to them—and of course to protect grandma. What happens when it goes way past 
'mistakes were made', about transmission and the 'vaccine's' ability to ward-off illness?

What happens when it becomes obvious to multitudes that this was done to them for 
power and loot? That the 2 kids they lost and the 1 in a wheelchair were nothing but 
'fodder' for those who are truly evil? It's not the same situation as it would be for me 
who lost loved-ones, incrementally—those I talked with before they took each shot.

The anger among once-complacent assenters towards the all-knowing elite would be 
monstrous. Having been misled and duped is 1 thing, but losing your kids for no rea-
son whatsoever—that's the stuff of murderous intent. In my case, I've thought it 
through and 'pretty-much' know what I'm willing die for. But I'm not the one—duped.

This brings up the question of do we settle this with peaceful protest? Assuming that 
I am correct and most of the world is nationalistic, having no problem with gold, silver 
or national currency, and no problem with fossil-fuels, that doesn't describe what may 
happen in the West as the elite make their final push for total control over the citizens.

2023 should prove a pivotal year. The left have to put their plan in place before the 
2024 election that they could lose—which would not end globalization, but set it back. 
And a conservative sweep, admixed with anger, could result in 'heads rolling'. So this 
next year, and for certain, before 2030—total control gets realized or meets a bad end.   

The peaceful solution—who can say? Gandhi knew that non-violent protest that 
worked with Britain would not have worked with German Nazis. And, those of us who 
question the narrative are not those 'bringing the heat'—the elite plan brings the heat.

Anything is possible, but defeat in Ukraine and economic collapse are scheduled, 
and 'woke-ism' is done when you can't feed your family and not the needed workers to 
maintain supply lines. When there are no not funds to send elite agents to our doors.

In the end the dollar is worth a nickel and we sell DC to bring our troops home.  
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